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March 2006  North Link Final SEIS 
  Responses to Comments 

NL 386 Emory Bundy

NL 386-1  
Financial and cost-effectiveness information for the project was provided in the Financial and Evaluation 

of Alternatives chapters, respectively, of the 2003 North Link Draft SEIS and has been updated in the 

Final SEIS. 

NL 386-2  
In Sound Move, Sound Transit estimated Sounder ridership at 3.2 million to 4.4 million annually for full 

system build out. This estimate is still valid; however, Sounder implementation has been delayed by a 

number of factors, and full build out of the system may not be complete until 2012. Therefore, the number 

of Sounder boardings in 2003 is not comparable to the estimated number of boardings at full build out. 

NL 386-3  
The methodology used to estimate ridership is documented in the North Link Ridership Forecasting 

Technical Report. 

NL 386-4  
This SEIS only addresses ridership forecasts for the North Link Project and not other segments of Central 

Link, Sounder or Regional Express. 

NL 386-5  
The October 1999 Central Link Light Rail Transit Project Final Environmental Impact Statement Transit 
Ridership Forecasting Technical Report and the November 2003 Central Link Light Rail Transit Project 
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement North Link Transit Ridership Forecasting Technical 
Report describe in detail the models used to prepare transit ridership forecasts for the 1999 EIS and 2003 

Draft SEIS respectively. The November 2003 report has also been updated as part of the Final SEIS to 

include modeling results for the North Link Preferred Alternative. 

NL 386-6  
The Sound Transit and PSRC forecasting models differ in several respects, including the fact that the 

PSRC model covers the four counties (King, Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish) of the Central Puget Sound 

region, while the Sound Transit model covers only the Regional Transit Authority service district (parts 

of King, Pierce, and Snohomish counties). Although transit ridership estimates from the Sound Transit 

and PSRC models are not directly comparable, they are generally consistent. 

NL 386-7  
Travel time savings and other transit benefits are described in Chapter 3 of the Final SEIS. 

NL 386-8  
See response to comment NL 386-7. Sounder and Regional Express are not part of the North Link project; 

however, according to current schedules, Sounder service from Everett Station to King Street Station is 
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approximately 10 minutes faster than Regional Express Bus service. Additionally, Sounder’s exclusive 

right-of-way ensures greater schedule reliability than bus service. 

NL 386-9  
Comment noted.  

NL 386-10  
The North Link SEIS is supplemental to the 1999 Central Link Final EIS. Travel time savings for North 

Link in this Final SEIS have been updated consistent with the current ridership forecasting model. 

NL 386-11  
Comparisons of light rail travel times to bus travel times are based on station-to-station light rail travel 

times and bus travel times for routes that run as closely as possible between the same light rail stations. 

For example, the light rail travel time between the University of Washington and Capitol Hill Stations 

will be approximately 3 minutes, while the currently scheduled travel time for King County Metro Route 

43 between the intersection of NE Pacific Street and NE Pacific Place in the University District and the 

intersection of Broadway Avenue and E John Street on Capitol Hill is 19 minutes. Because transit riders 

make trips between widely varied origins and destinations, the North Link SEIS includes an analysis of 

average door-to-door PM peak transit travel time savings with light rail for each North Link station 

cluster in Table 3.2-9. 

NL 386-12  
Comments noted. Although some costs have exceeded projections made in 1996, Sound Transit has since 

made substantial progress in implementing the elements of Sound Move, including the Initial Segment of 

Central Link, Airport Link, Tacoma Link, and Regional Express. 

NL 386-13  
The Porter and Associates 1996 report is not part of the North Link SEIS. 

NL 386-14  
Sound Transit’s background statement for the North Link project (Section 1 of the North Link SEIS) 

identify cost as a primary reason for reconsidering the North Link routes connecting from the Initial 

Segment to downtown. Benefits of the project were initially evaluated in Section 6, Evaluation of 

Alternatives of the 2003 Draft SEIS, and the section has been updated for the Final SEIS. 

NL 386-15  
Sound Transit’s most current financial projections for the North Link project are provided in Chapter 5 of 

the Final SEIS. 

The Final SEIS outlines a number of options for the Sound Transit Board to finance the extension of light 

rail north of downtown Seattle. In November 2005, Sound Transit staff presented a “Proposed University 

Link Finance Plan” to the Board to finance the extension of light rail from downtown Seattle to the 

University of Washington Station (University Link). 
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The inclusion of a “wrap” feature for bonds issued in the University Link Finance plan does not extend 

the term of the debt – which remains at 30 years. However, it does defer repayment of principal during 

that period vis-à-vis a level amortization structure. 

NL 386-16 
Sound Transit’s most current financial projections, including capital and operating cost estimates for the 

North Link project, are provided in Section 5 of the Final SEIS. 

NL 386-17 
The contribution to capital replacement reserves in the finance plan is a function of (a) replacement cost 

of the asset; and (b) useful life of the asset. The asset replacement schedule is not impacted by farebox 

revenue. If final capital costs were to be higher than those included in the Proposed University Link 

finance plan, capital replacement contributions would have to rise proportionally. The ability of Sound 

Transit to make contributions to the capital reserve replacement consistent with the financial plan 

assumptions will be impacted primarily by the long-term growth of its local revenue sources and the 

growth of operations and maintenance costs. If these revenues and costs grow consistent with the 

forecasts within the financial plan, Sound Transit should be able to meet its required contributions for 

capital replacement. 
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